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Abstract

The storage of fluids in the subsurface is critical for a broad spectrum of applications including managed aquifer recharge, storage

of liquified carbon dioxide and hydrogen, geothermal heat extraction and management of hydrocarbon resources. It is surprising

then, that there has been relatively little measurement of the vertical distribution of fluid storage in geologic formations as

compared with permeability. We present experiments in which fluid was injected into an important regional aquifer and

the depth-dependent strain response measured using fiber optic distributed acoustic sensing. The formation expansion and

contraction in response to fluid injection were measured in nanostrain. Strain, and the implied storage distribution, was highly

localized in specific strata and demonstrated complex, (non-elastic and non-local) hydromechanical behavior. This new window

into fluid-geomechanical coupling undermines some typically use models and observations, currently in practice, but provides

potential for complete representation and prediction of fluid storage in the subsurface.
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Key Points
• Strain and flow direction was correlated or anti-correlated with injection

head, depending on injection interval

• Injection and strain behavior was not simply correlated to geophysical or
lithologic logs

• Dynamic injection/withdrawal tests are of limited predictive value to man-
aged aquifer recharge

Abstract
The storage of fluids in the subsurface is critical for a broad spectrum of appli-
cations including managed aquifer recharge, storage of liquified carbon dioxide
and hydrogen, geothermal heat extraction and management of hydrocarbon re-
sources. It is surprising then, that there has been relatively little measurement
of the vertical distribution of fluid storage in geologic formations as compared
with permeability. We present experiments in which fluid was injected into an
important regional aquifer and the depth-dependent strain response measured
using fiber optic distributed acoustic sensing. The formation expansion and
contraction in response to fluid injection were measured in nanostrain. Strain,
and the implied storage distribution, was highly localized in specific strata and
demonstrated complex, (non-elastic and non-local) hydromechanical behavior.
This new window into fluid-geomechanical coupling undermines some typically
use models and observations, currently in practice, but provides potential for
complete representation and prediction of fluid storage in the subsurface.

Plain Language Summary
A fiber optic cable was used to measure strain in response to water injection
and withdrawal in a sandstone aquifer. The strain was focused in limited strata
within the aquifer. In some strata the formation expanded with injection and
in others the formation contracted with injection. This complex behavior is
attributed to the interaction between fluid flow and mechanical strain in the
rock. These results are contrary to common models of water storage which
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predict a proportionate expansion of pore space with injection. These results
provide important insight into understanding how water is stored and released
in aquifers.

Keywords
1828 Groundwater hydraulics, 1822 Geomechanics

Introduction
Efforts to store water (e.g. managed aquifer recharge) and other fluids (e.g. car-
bon dioxide, liquified hydrogen) in the subsurface are limited by the propensity
for the geologic media to accommodate fluid volume through strain. The study
of geomechanical strain in response to fluid displacement is generally termed
poroelasticity and its theoretical underpinnings are well known (Biot, 1956; De-
tournay & Cheng, 1993; Wang, 2017). However, the application of theory to real
world problems is often limited by the measurement of poroelastic parameters
distributed in the subsurface. Volume expansion of pore spaces during injec-
tion is most often measured using surface observations with precision GPS (Sun
et al., 2020), Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR), (Galloway &
Hoffmann, 2007; Hoffmann et al., 2001; Radutu et al., 2017) and/or tiltmeters
(Schuite et al., 2017) . These measurements are based upon the assumption that
strain at depth leads to proportional displacement at the surface. As will be
shown, this assumption may not be justified because strain is accommodated
locally within complex layering of the injection zone.

The recent development of fiber optic sensing techniques has opened new possi-
bilities for understanding depth-distributed strain in the subsurface. Interfero-
metric analysis of backscattered laser light along fiber optic glass can produce
displacement of a fiber optic cable in response to geomechanical strain (Lind-
sey et al., 2020). Depending on the time scale required, two methods are used.
For slow strain, distributed strain sensing (DSS) is the method of choice as it
can measure distributed strain over periods of days or years (Sun et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2021). For more rapid strain, distributed acoustic sensing (DAS)
is the method of choice as it can measure strains at frequencies in the 10’s of
kHz (Becker et al., 2020). Both methods can collect information at meter or
sub-meter intervals over many kilometers. However, current DSS interrogators
can resolve strains approaching 1 microstrain, while DAS interrogators have
potential to resolve strains exceeding 1 nanostrain at frequencies of 1 mHz and
higher.

We document spatially distributed and dynamic measurements of the poroelas-
tic response to water injection and withdrawal from a single deep well. Fiber
optic DAS provided unprecedented detail in the strain behavior over a 235 m
interval of a prolific sandstone aquifer. The depth-distributed strain measure-
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ments revealed poroelastic behaviors that are more spatially and temporally
complex than previously expected for stratified bedrock formations. These re-
sponses may warrant re-thinking of how fluid injection is monitored in geologic
reservoirs.

Methods
Field Site
Experiments were conducted at the Curtin National Geosequestration Labo-
ratory (NGL) research facility located on the main campus of Curtin Univer-
sity in Perth Australia. The NGLd borehole targets the regionally important
Yarragadee aquifer (Pujol et al., 2015; Torkzaban et al., 2015). The Yarra-
gadee Aquifer is composed of the Gage and Yarragadee formations and is fine-
to medium-grained sandstone interbedded with mudstones and siltstones. Al-
though the formation is lithified, the conductive porosity is probably primary,
i.e. not dominated by fractures. The NGL well is constructed with fiberglass
casing that is screened between 653 and 888 m depth below the surface (Figure
S3). The top of the Yarragadee formation is at about 671 m below the surface
and the bottom is thought to be more than 1700 m deep (Pujol et al., 2015).
Below 380 m depth, the annulus between the 180 mm outer diameter of the well
casing and the 311 mm diameter of the borehole is filled with a graded sand
(Rockwater Hydrogeological and Environmental Consultants, 2016).

Hydraulic Testing
The hydraulic stress on the aquifer was imparted by moving a solid cylinder
up and down across the water level in the well. As the cylinder, or “slug” as
it is known in the hydrogeology community, was oscillated it displaced water
in the well causing the hydraulic head in the well to oscillate. The elevated or
depressed head in the well pushed or pulled water from the aquifer, respectively,
causing strain in the formation surrounding the well. The slug was constructed
of an approximately 3 m long 0.1 m diameter PVC pipe. It was suspended on
a low-stretch rope connected to a tripod and driven by an electric hoist. Au-
tonomous pressure loggers (Dipperlog-32, Heron Instruments, Ontario, Canada)
were lowered into the well and affixed to the bottom of the slug to allow calcula-
tion of injected volume and flow rate. When oscillated, the maximum volume of
water injected into the formation by the slug was approximately 14 liters. The
injection rate varied based upon the period of oscillation.

When a long water column in a well is rapidly displaced by a slug, the inertial
force of the water column affects the injection. This “underdamped” condition
is well known in hydrogeology, and mathematical solutions are available for
interpreting the head response at the well. The head recover after slug insertion
was very well represented by the appropriate analytic solution (Butler Jr &
Zhan, 2004), resulting an estimated bulk hydraulic conductivity (K) of 8.3e-6
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m/s and specific storage = 1.5e-9 m-1 (Figure S2).

For reference, the radial distance from a well over which a formation is inter-
rogated by slug test can be calculated assuming simple radial flow in a ho-
mogeneous formation. Under these idealized conditions, the radial distance
of hydraulic penetration (radius of influence) is a function of the hydraulic
diffusivity (𝐷) and the period (𝑃) over which the formation is strained hy-
draulically. Bakker (2009) defines a characteristic length scale of penetration
as 𝜆 = √𝐷𝑃/2𝜋 . The amplitude of the hydraulic signal is expected attenu-
ated by a factor of 10 will be 1.78 𝜆. The hydraulic diffusivity is the ratio of
the hydraulic conductivity to the specific storage (𝐷 = 𝐾/𝑆𝑠), which is 5400
m2/sec based upon these slug test estimates. For the period of injection of the
slug, which lasts about 30 seconds, the radius of penetration is estimated to be
about 290 m. The hydraulic response is expected, consequently, to extend far
beyond the borehole.

DAS Acquisition
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) uses the interference of backscattered laser
light to measure strain. If 𝑢(𝑧, 𝑡) is the dynamic displacement of a point, 𝑧, in
the fiber at time, 𝑡, then the following measurements are equivalent(Daley et
al., 2016)
𝜕𝑣
𝜕𝑧 = 𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑡 (1)

where 𝑣 is displacement rate or velocity (𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑡) and 𝜖 is strain (𝜕𝑢/𝜕𝑧). The
instrument used in this study (iDAS v2, Silixa LTD, London, UK) measures the
relative displacement rate at two positions separated by a gauge length, 𝐿, i.e.
𝑣(𝑧+𝐿, 𝑡)−𝑣(𝑧, 𝑡). Strain rate is then calculated by dividing the relative displace-
ment rate by 𝐿. Strain along the fiber, 𝜖𝑧, is computed by integrating through
time. Previous researchers have used a similar technology, distributed strain
sensing (DSS) to monitor aquifer strains in response to injection and pumping
(Zhang et al., 2021). DSS, however, is sensitive to around 1 microstrain, while
DAS was able to resolve 1 nanostrain in our experiments.

The gauge length of DAS inherently limits the spatial resolution of the dis-
placement measurements. A displacement at a single point in the fiber would
appear as a 10 m wide two-sided step (tophat) in the distributed displacement
signal (Becker et al., 2020). Consequently, the observed heterogeneity of strain
is smeared with respect to the true heterogeneity in these experiments. With
a 235 m zone of observation, however, the spatial distribution of formation
displacement in response to injection is highly informative.
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The fiber optic cable installed in the borehole is
an armored loose-tube cable carrying single and
multimode fibers, which are housed in individ-
ual plastic buffer tubes filled with gel. The cable
was strapped onto the fiberglass casing as it was
lowered into the well. The annulus between the
casing and the borehole was packed with sand
and gravel in the permeable zone and cemented
above. The tight packing of sand provides the
mechanical coupling necessary to measure forma-
tion strain (Becker et al., 2020).

Measured Strain Response
The DAS instrument recorded large displacement rates along the fiber in the
interval screened in the Yarragadee aquifer (Figure 1). It also recorded signif-
icantly smaller displacement rates at a depth interval of about 550 to 570 m
corresponding to the depth of pressure actuated cementing ports designed to
cement an interval above open area screens. The interval from 785 to 885 m
depth shows limited strain response. This interval corresponds with a thicker
uniform silt and fine sand dominated package (Figure S1).

Figure 1 shows the distributed strain rate (nanostrain/sec) during a short in-
jection. Injection is carried out by displacing fluid using a long solid cylinder
(slug). As the slug is lowered in the well, water level rises as water is simulta-
neously forced into the formation, resulting in a measurable strain. In Figure 1,
expansion of the formation (positive strain rate) is shown in red while contrac-
tion (negative strain rate) is shown in blue. There is a brief lag between head
increase and formation strain response. At specific depths (e.g. ~714 m) the
formation expands with head rise in the well and contracts as the water level de-
clines. At other depths (e.g. ~732 m) the opposite response occurs. The overall
picture is that storage is highly distributed, occurring in or due to compressive
strata bordering more permeable units.

The poroelastic response is repeatable. Figure 2 shows vertical strain (inte-
grated through time from strain rate) for a test (Test 28) in which the slug was
oscillated up and down in the well at a period of 40 seconds. The resulting
strain amplitudes varied over an order-of-magnitude with depth. For example,
amplitudes at 714 and 851 m were about 1200 and 90 nanostrain, respectively.
Strain measurements were well above noise at approximately one nanostrain.

Strain rate is a more relevant measurement to compare with fluid injection based
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upon continuum concepts (Equation 2). The observed strain rate, and there-
fore fluid movement in the formation, does not respond simply to the oscillating
hydraulic head in the injection well. As an example, strain rate measured at
depths of 732 and 773 m are compared with total pressure head in the injection
well in Figure 3. At 732 m, the strain rate is positively correlated with well
head, but the signal is not symmetric, (i.e., non-elastic). Fluid interacts differ-
ently with the pore space during injection than withdrawal. The strain rate at
732 m is anticorrelated with well heads indicating contraction as water is forced
into adjacent units.

Interpretation with Respect to Poroelastic Mod-
els
Distributed strain measured in this borehole indicates that “poroelastic” storage
is generally non-elastic and shown to be localized across specific depths zones
over the screened interval where there is hydraulic communication with the
aquifer. Active intervals have thicknesses of about 10 m according to the strain
rate profile (Figure 3) but the real thickness of intervals may be smaller. The
DAS instrument measures strain rate(Daley et al., 2016) through the relative
displacement rates of two points along the fiber divided by a 10 m gauge length
(see Methods). This means that two hydrostratigraphic features within a 10
m interval cannot be distinguished. However, the spatial resolution is good
relative to the 235 m screened interval, illustrating how fluid flow and storage
is dominated by relatively short intervals in the 240 m screened zone.

The fact that strata are alternately compressive and expansive implies that it is
possible that water is moving into the aquifer at some depths and out at others,
under the same driving head gradient. Such reverse water flow has been observed
at aquifer scale where a confining unit can exhibit an opposite change in head
when compared with the aquifer units which it confines (Burbey, 2013; Hsieh,
1996; Slack et al., 2013). This behavior is referred to as the “Noordbergum effect”
and is generally attributed to the offset in time between mechanical and fluid
transfer of strain in the formation (Wang, 2017, Sect 9.3). Although distributed
pressure is not measured in this experiment, the distributed strain is consistent
with a dynamic and three dimensional poroelastic response in the vicinity of the
well bore.

Strain-rate and fluid flow are related through fluid and mechanical continuity.
The three-dimensional coupling of fluid flow and time variation of volumetric
strain can be represented by the equation:

𝛼 𝜕𝜖kk
dt + 𝑆𝜖𝛾 𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝑡 = −∇ • ̃𝑞 , (2)

where 𝛼 is the Biot-Willis coefficient, 𝛾 is the specific weight of water, ℎ is hy-
draulic head, and ̃𝑞 is the specific discharge vector (Wang, 2017, eq. 4.65). The
volumetric strain, 𝜖kk, is expressed here in index notation and implies that the
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volumetric strain is equal to the divergence of displacement. The specific stor-
age at constant strain, 𝑆𝜖𝛾, is similar to the specific storage coefficient typically
used in hydrogeology, except that is subject to constant strain condition instead
of constant stress, i.e. 𝑆𝑠 = 𝑆𝜎𝛾. The two may be related by 𝑆𝜖 = 𝑆𝜎 − 𝛼2/𝐾,
where 𝐾 is the drained bulk modulus (Wang, 2017, eq. 3.38). For simplicity of
presentation here, however, 𝑆𝜖 is substituted for 𝑆𝜎 with the recognition that
𝑆𝜖 < 𝑆𝜎.

The two left hand terms in Equation (2) represent the different storage types
present in the formation. The term 𝜕𝜖kk

𝜕𝑡 represents water storage due to volume
change of the formation, while the term, 𝑆𝜖𝛾 𝜕ℎ𝜖

𝜕𝑡 , represents water released from
compressibility of formation and fluid. In typical models of groundwater flow
the first term is ignored and storage is expected to be proportional to change in
hydraulic head. DAS measures uniaxial strain rate the formation 𝜕𝜖zz

𝜕𝑡 , rather
than volumetric strain, but clearly these measurements indicate that fluid stor-
age is dominated by locally variable volumetric storage.

Furthermore, the fact that the strain-rate plateaus as the slug is removed from
the well at some depths (e.g. 713 m, Figure 3) suggests that there is exchange
of water among strata and it is not reversed when the flow from the well re-
verses. Water movement near the well is, therefore, not strictly radial as is
often assumed in well hydraulics. Three-dimensional fluid movement is not con-
trary to poroelastic theory, but is contrary to current practice in well testing.
De Simone and Carrera(De Simone & Carrera, 2017) used numerical modeling
to argue that non local and reverse flow can occur in formations which are not
hydromechanically constrained

Conclusions
The distributed strain measurement in response to hydraulic perturbation in
this well suggest that (1) injection into the formation is highly heterogeneous,
(2) strain response is non-elastic, (3) strain response is non-local with adjacent
strata interacting poroelastically. The first finding has been often observed in
stratified aquifers through geophysical flow logging and in itself is not surprising.
The non-elastic and non-radial response of aquifer material to pressure (i.e. Fig-
ure 3) has not been observed previously in a depth-distributed manner. Sun et
al. (2020) measured distributed strain in response to injection in a nearby well,
but the perforated intervals were too short (2 m) to reveal interaction between
stratigraphic units of varying permeability and mechanical compliance.

The non-elastic strain responses are usually attributed to plastic deformation
which is expected over long time periods or large stresses. These tests were
neither long nor introduced large volumes of fluid. Asymmetric strain responses
have been observed near wells using strain meters installed across crystalline
bedrock fractures (Schweisinger et al., 2011). The non-elastic responses were
attributed to non-local behavior of deformation. Vinci et al. (2015) provided
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theoretical interpretations of this kind of behavior in bedrock fractures.

Although storage as a property is often assumed to be homogeneous within
strata, it has long been recognized that storage is constant neither in time
nor space (Verruijt, 1969). Some analytic solutions have been presented to
account for non-local deformation with simplified flow geometries (De Simone
& Carrera, 2017). More widely available are numerical treatments of non-local
storage (Berg et al., 2011; Hsieh, 1996; Yin et al., 2007). We are unaware
of any previous field data that support models of non-local flow in formations
that are dominated by porous rather than fractured flow, as is shown from our
experiments in the Yarragadee Aquifer.

Fiber optic distributed strain sensing (either DAS or DSS) will no doubt con-
tinue to unlock new understand of poroelastic behavior in geologic formations.
Distributed strain in response to injection has already been demonstrated in
bedrock fracture networks (Becker et al., 2020) and in aquifers (Sun et al., 2020).
Still needed are distributed poroelastic strains measured in porous formations
at variable distances from an injection and pumping well. Our conclusions are
based on measurements of near borehole response from a deep research well
instrumented with fiber optic cable.

As advancements in field measurements, poroelastic theory, and numerical mod-
eling progress, it is likely that treatments of geofluid systems will move away
from traditional local elastic response models and toward a distributed hydrome-
chanical approach. Fully coupled hydromechanical approaches can account for
of the range of behaviors observed in these experiments. In the meantime, ver-
tically integrated approaches that use surface deformation to directly observe
fluid storage should be viewed with a critical eye in stratified porous formations.
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Figures

Figure 1. DAS measured strain response to slug insertion (upper) compared to
change in water level measured in well (lower). Water levels are continuously
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measured with a pressure transducer located at XX in the well column. Large
positive and negative changes in strain are measured along the screened interval
via DAS with fiber optic cable permanently attached to the outside of the NTL
injection well casing.

Figure 2. Comparison of strain in more responsive (red) and less responsive
(blue) strata. Strain rate is significantly different in each layer as the layers are
expected to have marked differences in poro-elastic properties.
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Figure 3. Strain rate in responsive zone that are correlated (red) and anticor-
related (blue) with change in water level measured in the well (black curves
referenced to the right-hand water level axis) This test shows excellent repeata-
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bility through cycles and significant differences in the DAS strain rate recovered
from the two depths.
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